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Inhomogeneity of different length scales is one of the fundamental characters of space and 
ma er that has its origin in the spa al varia ons of the charge and mass distribu ons. While 
many changes in nature and in the laboratory can be observed with the naked eyes, ul mately the 
interac ons that lead to these changes occur at the atomic scale. In addi on, heterogeneity influ-
ences the me scale that transforma ons occur at different loca ons, and the average me may 
differ significantly from the local mes. The desire to understand and control changes in the 
charge and mass distribu ons would require experimental tools that possess simultaneous spa al 
and temporal resolu ons to reveal the heterogeneity.
The relevant scales in chemistry relate to the mo ons of atoms in molecules that occur at frac on 
of a vibra onal period and <0.1 nm distance. This joint Å-fs resolu on can be achieved by the 
combina on of a femtosecond laser with a low temperature scanning tunneling microscope 
(fs-STM) in ultrahigh vacuum that probes chemical transforma ons of single molecules. As a first 
demonstra on, the dynamics of the conforma onal change in a single molecule adsorbed on a 
metal surface was followed in the me domain, revealing the vibra onal reac on coordinate and 
the temporal decay of the coherently excited state that drives the conforma onal change [1]. In 
addi on, the effects on the single molecule dynamics by a nearby molecule were determined. 
These experiments demonstrate the fs-STM approach in probing the effects of heterogeneity in 
space and me on the chemical dynamics in single molecules. 

[1] S. Li, S. Chen, J. Li, R. Wu, and W. Ho, Phys. Rev. Le ., submi ed (2017).


